
Career Research Project Rubric 
 
Student:             Date: _______________________ 

 Advanced 10 pts Proficient 8 pts Basic 6 pts Below Basic 4-
0 pts 

Definition and Description of Career 

    Tasks and responsibilities  

     Work environment and conditions 

Detailed description of the job is required. 
Information on job responsibilities is given 
along with the condition and frequency in 
which they are done. 

There is a description of the job 
requirements. 
Information on some job 
responsibilities is given. 

There is little description of 
the job requirements. 

No description of the job is 
included 

Education and Training 
 Type and Amount of education/training 

needed 
 Where will you get the 

education/training? 
 What is the cost of this education 
 What are the entrance requirements 
 How long will it take? 

There is a detailed description of the 
educational/training requirements. It 
provides information on any degrees, 
certificates, licenses, or other special 
requirements. It also provides the estimated 
time required to complete requirements. 

There is a description of the 
educational/training requirements. 
It provides information on any 
degrees, certificates, licenses, or 
other special requirements. 

There is little description of 
the educational/training 
requirements. 

There is NO description of 
the educational/training 
requirements. 

Salary and Benefits  

 Average Salary 

 Highest Career Level Salary 
Possible benefits 

There is a detailed description of the salary 
and possible benefits for this career. It 
includes the average and highest level 
salary levels and gives the yearly, monthly, 
and hourly rate, if applicable. 

There is a description of the salary 
for this career. It gives the yearly, 
monthly, and hourly rate, if 
applicable. 

There is little description of 
the benefits and salary 
levels for this career. 

There is NO description of 
the salary for this career. 

Opportunities for Advancement 
   Requirements for higher level positions and 

pay 

There is a detailed description of the 
requirements for higher level positions and 
salary 

There is a description of the 
requirements for higher level 
positions and salary. 

There is little description of 
the requirements for higher 
level positions and salary. 

There is NO description of 
the requirements for 
higher level positions and 
salary. 

Job Skills, Talents, and Experience 

Employment outlook 

Typical Day 

 

Developed a detailed list of personal 
characteristics and natural abilities that are 
beneficial to professionals in this career.  
Includes a detailed analysis of employment 
outlook and of a day’s typical routine 

Developed a list of personal 
characteristics that are beneficial 
to professionals in this career. 
Include employment outlook and 
day’s routine 

Developed a list of personal 
characteristics, but does 
not state why they are 
beneficial to the career. 
Include employment 
outlook or day’s routine. 

Did NOT develop a list of 
personal characteristics.  
Did not discuss 
employment outlook or 
daily routine 

Total presentation content points 
 
 

Total presentation appearance points 
 
 
Total presentation delivery points 
 
Final grade 

       /50 

 

         /30 

 

         /20 

 

       /100 
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